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This report summarises research on past and present states of north-east Atlantic cod stocks, with particular focus on the North Sea regional stocks. The relative effects of fishing pressure and climate change are examined, and the many ways in which the climate can directly and indirectly affect stock success are highlighted. The interaction between these two stressors on the North Sea cod populations is explained and recommendations made for the future assessment and management of North Sea cod stocks in the light of continued climate change.

NORTH-EAST ATLANTIC COD STOCKS

In the north-east Atlantic, cod occurring south of 62° North are assessed and managed as six separate stocks: East Baltic, West Baltic, West Scotland, Irish Sea, Celtic Sea and North Sea. Microsatellite markers also reveal significant genetic differences at the regional scale between cod populations in the North Sea and Baltic Sea, and between populations in the central English Channel, Celtic Sea, Outer Hebrides and southern and northern North Sea. Genetically distinct sub-populations have also been identified along the Norwegian coast.

Overall, there is a pattern of increasing genetic differences as distance between capture locations increases. This suggests that many stocks should be treated as distinct but interbreeding units. Such spatially separated populations are likely to have different behavioural and life history strategies, including growth and mortality rates, age and size at maturation, and fecundity (potential reproductive capacity). Body mass at particular ages varies greatly between these stocks, and exhibits year-to-year variation within populations, resulting in direct consequences for stock assessment and catch forecasting.

Migration of cod between different fisheries management areas is well established in the literature reviewed. Individuals are known to migrate across large areas of sea between Iceland and Greenland stocks; there is some mixing between the North Sea, Skagerrak and Kattegat stocks and Arcto-Norwegian and Barents Sea stocks. Transport of larvae between spawning grounds (e.g. the North Sea and Skagerrak) also occurs via currents.

Electronic tagging devices placed on individual cod have shown that migratory behaviour is different for fish from separate stocks. Individuals tagged in the North Sea have been tracked over both long and short distances, despite North Sea cod being considered as several separate stocks. By contrast, movement of fish between geographically separated populations in the Irish Sea and North Sea is very low. Movement of individuals has been related to temperature differences between feeding and spawning grounds or current patterns.
Tagging studies have also highlighted the difference in seasonal activity between distinct stocks in the Irish Sea and North Sea, which could be behavioural responses to variations in the distribution and abundance of prey species between the different seas\textsuperscript{14}. The extent of migration in cod appears highly variable, and may be linked to changes in both climate and fishing pressure. It is estimated that in the 1970s, 50 million fish migrated from Greenland to Iceland each year to spawn\textsuperscript{6,15}. Juvenile survival within the Greenland stock has been very low during the last two decades\textsuperscript{15} and resultant return migration to the Icelandic stock appears to have declined significantly as a result\textsuperscript{6}.

**FISHING PRESSURE**

An unexploited fish population will reach a level that reflects the carrying capacity of the environment\textsuperscript{17}. The structure of such a population in its age profile and sex ratio leads to maximum reproductive potential, enabling sustained recruitment in the face of ecological variation. Removal of large fish from the population via intensive fishing mortality leads to lower recruitment (breeding rates). This in turn leads to fewer, smaller, less mature fish remaining (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Marine Biological Association trawl in 1963 (a) and 2001 (b) showing fewer larger species of fish such as skate, ray, brill and conger eel.](image)

Over time fish can show evolutionary responses including earlier maturation at smaller sizes, leading to further reductions in fecundity\textsuperscript{18,19}. Thus long-term removal of large quantities of adults can reduce the overall resilience of the stock and reduce stock sustainability. Cod are no exception: from the mid-1960s to the mid-1980s landings of cod in the North Sea increased in response to several strong year classes that occurred during a period of cooler climatic conditions. Since the 1980s, average catches of north-east Atlantic cod have remained at 200,000 tonnes per year\textsuperscript{20} despite variations in recruitment, and there has been a subsequent decline in abundance\textsuperscript{18}. This decline has coincided with the onset of rapid climate warming, and it is possible that climate change will exert additional pressures on already stressed stocks.
Causes and mechanisms responsible for fluctuations in fish stock biomass remain poorly identified, so it is imperative that increased research effort is made into the relative effects of overfishing and climate change on fish stocks around the UK.

**CLIMATE CHANGE**

Climate change has many impacts on the seas and the species that live in them. These include increases in sea temperature, changes in salinity, alterations in ocean currents and more extreme storm events. The climate of the north-east Atlantic has been warming since the mid-1980s in response to anthropogenic inputs of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. The rate and scale of change is greater than any previous natural fluctuations over the last 1,000 years. Climate is predicted to continue warming throughout the coming century at rates equal to or greater than the current rate of increase. Global climate models have forecast further warming of 0.5°C to 1°C (depending on emissions scenario) in seas around Britain during the 21st century (Figure 2), although regional models predict even greater rises in areas such as the English Channel, which may warm by as much as 4°C.

![Figure 2. UCKIP annual mean sea surface temperature predictions under low, medium and high scenarios for the 21st century (reproduced from Hulme et al. 2002).](image-url)
PREVIOUS RESPONSES TO CLIMATE BY NORTH-EAST ATLANTIC FISH STOCKS

The effects of climate change on fish populations are diverse. There is increasing evidence that global climate change has impacted upon marine fish populations via direct and indirect effects of changes in sea temperature. Changes in pelagic species have long been linked to climate; an example being fluctuations between herring and pilchard (sardine) occurring in the western English Channel as long ago as the Middle Ages. Similarly for demersal fish, the “gadoid outburst” in the North Sea occurred despite increased fishing mortality between the 1960s and 1980s and was driven by an increase in cod recruitment during an episode of cooler climatic conditions.

Cod have been shown to respond to climate change. The North Atlantic warmed during the 1920s and 1930s, and a subsequent increase in abundance of cod was seen in West Greenland stocks at the northern end of their range. Towards the north of their range, increased recruitment also occurred off the coast of Iceland and increases in abundance and a northward expansion of cod were observed in the Barents Sea during this period (Brander et al., 2006). Recruitment of the Arcto-Norwegian cod stock has been shown to have responded positively to higher temperatures in various ways throughout the 20th century: strong year classes occurred in warmer years, particularly at the beginning of warm periods because of increased gonad production. Icelandic cod inhabit warmer water masses than the Arcto-Norwegian, Greenland and North Sea stocks, and the positive response in recruitment for this stock to increased temperatures is lower, but still evident. The Icelandic stock showed strong recruitment more frequently in years of strong influence by Atlantic water masses and absence of severe ice conditions in the north. Towards the southern limit in the Bristol Channel, which is a nursery ground for many demersal species, cod have increased in abundance with rising mean annual sea surface temperatures, demonstrating that climate warming does not always have a detrimental effect on stock size for this species, even towards the south of its range in contrast to the North Sea.

1 The gadoid outburst was a sudden, huge increase in stocks of cod and related species (e.g. haddock) that occurred in response to a switch to cooler climatic conditions in the North Sea between the 1960s and 1980s.

DIRECT EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE

Temperature impacts directly on all life-stages of fish, from production for sperm and eggs to spawning, growth, metabolism and activity of the larval, juvenile and adult stages. Cod have been shown to have certain temperature preferences within the habitat of a specific stock unit – a relationship that has been apparent for more than 100 years. Some of the clearest signals of environmentally driven stock fluctuations are seen in recruitment data for different fish populations.

North Atlantic cod recruitment correlates with sea temperature at the species’ limits of distribution, but stocks show different recruitment responses to changes in temperature depending on their location. Stocks towards the northern limits of the range, which occupy waters of lowest temperature, show a general increase in recruitment in response to warming sea temperatures. An example is the northern North Sea, where recruitment levels have been seen to increase in some years with warmer temperatures. However, more recent studies have shown...
very poor recruitment in warm years during the late 1990s. Stocks near to southern limits that experience higher ambient temperatures show a general decrease in recruitment in response to warming waters. Cod in the Irish and Celtic seas are living close to their upper temperature limits, and recruitment in these areas is lower sea surface temperature (SST) becomes warmer. Mid-range stocks show no significant relationship with temperature. Recruitment between 1954 and 1958 was inversely proportional to SST in the mid North Sea. Recruitment is low where the temperature in the first half of the year is high, whereas cold temperatures can result in both high and low recruitment. It is important to note that such spatial variation in reproductive investment can complicate medium-term stock projections.

As fishing pressures have already led to cod maturing when younger and at smaller sizes, increasing sea temperatures may have a doubly negative impact on the species. Temperature rises increase stress during reproduction – an activity that requires more energy as food limitation causes declines in growth at optimal temperatures, and resultant declines in survival and recruitment (growth-dependent mortality).

**INDIRECT EFFECTS OF CLIMATE**

Temperature rises in the north-east Atlantic are associated with huge changes in the distribution and availability of the main prey species of cod juveniles. The coldwater copepod *Calanus finmarchicus* is a major biomass component of zooplankton within the North Atlantic and is the major prey species for larval and pelagic juvenile fish in the north-east Atlantic. It has moved 1000km north since the 1980s and is replaced in part by a warmer water species *Calanus helgolandicus*. Overall, however, there is half as much *Calanus* productivity than in the cooler years of the 1960s.

![Figure 3. Changes in zooplankton (black line) and cod biomass (red line). Sir Alister Hardy Foundation for Ocean Science.](image-url)
In the North Sea, long-term changes in cod recruitment vary significantly with changes in zooplankton with a one-year time lag (Figure 3). Survival, as measured by an index of the stock-recruitment relationship, is seen to correlate positively with the plankton index, and both indicate that changes in plankton affect the survival of cod larvae and juveniles\textsuperscript{26}. During the cooler period between 1963 and 1983, there was a high abundance of zooplankton prey for larval cod and the prey had a high mean size. The results showed that high cod recruitment years (1963-1983) coincided with increases in *Calanus finmarchicus*, A shift in dominance from the coldwater copepod *C. finmarchicus* to the warm-water species *C. helgolandicus* over the second half of the 20th century has been linked to subsequent declines in cod recruitment\textsuperscript{26,27}. Such fluctuations follow changes in SST in the North Sea\textsuperscript{26}.

When the dynamics of prey species are also incorporated into stock models, further differences in recruitment and SSB are suggested\textsuperscript{71}. Decreases in recruitment of one-year-old cod and subsequent declines in SSB appear to be associated with both climate warming and the levels of sandeel landings in the central North Sea. Cod recruitment is positively correlated to sandeel recruitment, emphasising the importance of understanding interspecific interactions.

Climate can also act indirectly via large-scale atmosphere/ocean coupling, dispersal of eggs and larvae within current systems, changes in turbulence, the timing and abundance of food supply, and levels of predation\textsuperscript{6,26,55}. The spatial extent of trends in recruitment regulation for cod, haddock and herring stocks across the North Atlantic suggests that the driving force is operating over a large area rather than through local biological interactions\textsuperscript{56}. This may be due to the direct effects of climate, or climate-driven changes in biological systems.

The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is the main index of winter atmospheric circulation over the North Atlantic. During positive NAO years, warmer, wetter winters occur and seawater temperatures are warmer around the UK. When the NAO switches to a negative phase, winter SST around the British coastline are colder\textsuperscript{34,37,57}. Over the last 25 years the frequency and magnitude of NAO positive-index events have increased and winter sea surface temperatures have become milder in British coastal waters. The NAO is predicted to remain in a positive phase in coming decades.

Relationships between the NAO index with the physical environment and biological responses of the ocean’s ecosystems have been well established\textsuperscript{33,57,60}. The index has been linked to changes in recruitment success of most cod stocks in this region\textsuperscript{32}, particularly via the direct effects of environmental temperature on larval and juvenile growth and survival\textsuperscript{61-63}. When all north-east Atlantic cod stocks are combined within a single recruitment model, a significant geographic pattern between the strength of the NAO and recruitment is evident, with stock-specific trends emerging\textsuperscript{64}.

Several studies show that environmental conditions during a positive NAO index have a mostly negative influence on southern stocks and positively influences northern stocks on both seaboards of the Atlantic\textsuperscript{64,65}. These studies draw contrasting conclusions from the stock-recruitment model results published by Brander\textsuperscript{66}. Brander’s model indicates that recruitment within European shelf-sea stocks is more strongly affected by environmental fluctuations when their spawning stock biomass is low\textsuperscript{66}. The confounding results may be due to differences in methodology used by Stige et al.\textsuperscript{64}, or they may reflect true biological changes. If the findings of
Brander et al.\textsuperscript{66} are an accurate reflection of the north-east Atlantic ecosystem, climate warming is likely to hamper stock recovery from heavy fishing pressure, but is not the driving force behind the recent decline in North Sea cod stocks. Comparisons of such studies highlight the difficulty in predicting the effects of climatic variability on SSB and recruitment success.

Many responses of marine ecosystems to ocean climate variability are complex and not fully understood because of interactions between different levels of the food chain\textsuperscript{69}. Long-term changes in cod recruitment may be controlled by plankton fluctuations because of matches or mismatches in relationships between predators and prey\textsuperscript{26}. Indirect effects via the timing, location, magnitude and size of zooplankton production\textsuperscript{26} may therefore exert a controlling influence on stock size and success.

Given the underlying positive mode trend of the NAO since the 1970s, the long-term prognosis is poor for recruitment success in north-east Atlantic populations\textsuperscript{1}. However, the strength of positive NAO events has been declining since the 1990s\textsuperscript{67}. A weakening of the connection between the NAO and spring stratification in the northern North Sea has been observed since 1990, influencing the timing of the spring phytoplankton bloom and having a knock-on effect for the survival of juvenile fish\textsuperscript{68}. The relationship between the strength and phase of the NAO and SST has begun to decouple since 2000 due to an eastward shift in the Icelandic low-pressure and Azores high-pressure centres. If this pattern continues, the NAO index may not be the most suitable proxy for examining the future effects of climatic variables on marine fish.

**INTERACTIONS BETWEEN CLIMATE CHANGE AND FISHING**

Sustainability of harvesting is largely determined by relating SSB and survival of recruits on entering the fishery\textsuperscript{31}. Although climate change is likely to enhance the decline in recruitment success of fish stocks, the underlying reduction in spawning stock biomass in UK coastal waters is being driven by fishing pressure\textsuperscript{45}. Changes in environmental temperature may, however, prevent recruitment reaching levels as high as recorded in the cooler 1960s and 1970s, even if spawning stock biomass were to rebuild to the high levels of those periods\textsuperscript{20}.

North Sea cod now mature at a smaller size and at a younger age than in 1970 and are more reproducitively active earlier. Inshore cod are also more reproducitively active at a given size or age in comparison with offshore cod – a spatial trend not apparent in 1970\textsuperscript{18,19}. This has not been consistent with changes in growth conditions; therefore there may have been genetic changes in life history traits because of intense periods of size-selected mortality, most likely due to fishing pressure\textsuperscript{18}. However, it is not possible to make a quantitative assessment of the relative contribution of fishing and climate to most previous fisheries collapses, as the factors interact and insufficient data on both drivers is available from this period\textsuperscript{72}.

The complex behaviour of fish and the interactions between fishing pressure and climate change are highlighted in a study carried out on potential changes in the latitudinal distribution of a suite of commercial species in the North Sea. The study concluded that the ranges of most fish were shifting north in response to a warming climate\textsuperscript{73}. The findings were taken from fisheries landings data and were based on the assumption that greatest numbers of fish occur in the central area of a species’ geographical distribution\textsuperscript{29,74}. Brown’s rule has recently been questioned\textsuperscript{75,76} as many species are not in fact found in greatest abundances at the centre of their distribution.
geographic distribution. With regard to fish, there are complex patterns of aggregation in spawning, feeding or nursery grounds in many areas throughout their geographic range that are thus likely to invalidate Brown’s rule.

CONCLUSIONS

Cod stocks in the north-east Atlantic, especially the North Sea, have been impacted upon heavily owing to sustained overfishing by modern fleets. It seems unlikely that global climate warming is the primary factor causing the decline in fish numbers, but evidence suggests that this phenomenon may be exerting additional pressures on already overexploited stocks by further reducing recruitment rates that are already low due to reduced SSB. Indirect effects of climate change on the availability of prey for juvenile fish are predicted to be detrimental to the recovery of fish stocks, and current climate conditions are likely to drive this decline in suitable prey supply for the foreseeable future. Temperature effects on cod growth, reproduction and recruitment will cause significant effects that require consideration when making stock assessments and catch forecasts, and predicting the future responses of fish to climate change. Knowledge of the basic biological and physical processes alone limit our ability to understand how cod stocks respond to pressures from overfishing and climate change. This data must be combined with accurate fisheries landing data in a holistic approach in order to fully understand the synergistic effects of climate and fishing on the ecosystem.

There is a need to take precautionary measures to give stocks a chance to rebuild. Although climate change appears to be one of the factors responsible for non-recovery of cod in the North Sea, fisheries are no longer sustainable at the present level of fishing effort. Future policy must take both factors into account when deciding upon sustainable stock quotas. It is also imperative that we act to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to prevent further acceleration in the rate of global warming and reduce the future impacts of climate change and subsequent effects on fish stocks.
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